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AMERICA'S MISSION 
TO SERVE HUMANITY 
Longfellow's Hymn 
Thou too sail on 0 Ship of State! 
Sail on 0 Union strong and great! 
HUMANITY WITH ALL ITS FEARS, 
WITH ALL THE HOPES OF FUTURE YEARS, 
IS HANGING BREATHLESS ON THY FATE! 
We know what Master laid thy keel, 
What workmen shaped thy ribs of steel, 
Who made each mast and sail and rope, 
What anvils rang, what hammers beat, 
In what a forge and what a heat, 
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope! 
Fear not each sudden sound and shock; 
'Tis of the wave and not the rock; 
'Tis but the flapping of the sail, 
And not a rent made by the gale! 
In spite of rock and tempest roar, 
In spite of false lights on the shore, 
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea! 
Our hearts our hopes are all with thee; 
Our hearts our hopes our prayers our tears, 
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears, 
Are all with thee, - are all with thee! 
(From "Building of the Ship") 
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Introduction 
America's divinely-ordained mISSIon is 
to serve humanity; Germany's ruler-im-
\ posed mission was to dominate mankind. 
America's galaxy of prophets culminates 
in the president, whose voice is heard 
throughout the earth; Germany's line of 
prophets crashes to ruin in the kaiser; 
"Deutchland ueber alles" has become a 
dirge, but rescued peoples are singing 
"Sweet land of liberty." 1 
-'" This address shows that a continuous 
" " 
.. voice of prophecy has rung out from 
~l'; American leaders, from the nation's be-
~ .. ginning to the present time, proclaiming 
the mission of America to Humanity,-
',,'culminating in the tremendous movement 
""- of 1918-19, when she undertakes to save de-
mocracy, and to deliver the world from 
;~ autocracy and the rule of force. It shows 
~~that the prophecy has come out of the con-
~sciousness of the people. 
v 
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INTRODUCTION 
The philosophy of the genius of Amer-
ica is made plain in the messages we have 
culled from the writings of poets, teachers, 
jurists and statesmen. 
To find that the words and positions of 
the president are founded upon the oracles 
of the past, sustains confidence and en-
thusiasm. It is good to know what are the 
president's views and policies; it is better, 
to know that they are founded in the faith 
of the fathers, and that he is a prophet in 
a line of prophets. 
To find that the intense action of the 
American people is no ebullition of transi-
tory passion but is a natural result of 
prophetic teaching and of deep convic-
tion,- continuous since the nation first 
breathed, gives certitude of success, in the 
great movement for world reconstruction. 
The position of the United States to-day, 
is founded solidly on the teachings of the 
fathers and follows a consistent and con-
tinuous instinctive belief, - never absent 
from the people, - that a divine charge 
vi 
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rests upon the nation, to safeguard liberty 
f or the world. 
Since this address was placed in the 
printer's hands, Germany has surrendered 
and a crisis has arisen in her internal life. 
The spirit of democracy, long suppressed, 
is bursting up as kaiser and kinglets flee. 
The opportunity and the duty of America 
are deepened and increased, and there is 
more need now than in the days of fighting, 
for clear understanding of the nature, and 
the greatness of America's mission of 
service to humanity. Hers will be the 
privilege and the duty in the difficult days 
ahead in the councils of the nations, to 
secure peace forever and to make certain 
the everlasting triumph of the principles 
of true democracy throughout the earth. 
The inspired vision of the fathers saw 
this day afar off and now is realized their 
fondest hopes of America's glorious leader-
ship in the great cause of World-Freedom. 
"My Fellow Countrymen: The armistice was 
signed this morning. Everything for which 
America fought has been accomplished. It will 
now be our fortunate duty to assiit by example, 
Tii 
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by sober, friendly counsel and by material aid 
in the establishment of just democracy through-
out the world. 
WOODROW WILSON." 
November 11, 1918. 
viii 
America's Mission to Serve 
Humanity 
The world was surprised and thrilled at 
the sudden announcement that more than 
a million American soldiers, youthful, 
valiant and spiritually-determined, had ap-
peared on the western war front of Europe, 
strengthening the hard-pressed lines of 
France, England and Belgium, turning the 
tide of battle and bringing to a slowly-
losing contest the morning of brilliant vic-
tory. Millions more were coming. 
What bugle-call was it, which summoned 
this army and filled it with confidence and 
ardent determination ~ What were the 
tones that aroused and animated the na-
tion,-men, women and children,-of what-
ever racial origin, and cheered humanity 
with new hope ~ 
The crusades of old were enthusiastic 
but futile wars to wrest from illftd~ls~ th.e' 
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tomb of the lover of mankind; America's 
crusade in these days is to make the love 
of mankind regnant throughout the world. 
Never, before was a great army gathered 
with so exalted a spirit, never before was 
a nation so united and so completely com-
mitted to an altruistic purpose, never be-
fore did reinforcements carry so much 
spiritual power, never before was victory 
so great, and so full of universal blessing. 
The allies, though moved by the noblest 
of purposes, have been fighting for their 
existence, but America, slow to break 
through the revered principle of non-inter-
vention in European struggles, went in 
with the great purpose to save those na-
tions, and to prevent the destruction of 
democracy in Europe. Her mighty inter-
vention in the crisis of the struggle has 
been distinguished uniformly by gallantry 
and knightly conduct of her soldiers and 
sailors, and by unselfish and enthusiastic 
sacrifice and devotion of her people; allies 
and en8mies alike according to her the 
sphitual leadership of the allied forces. 
[2 ] 
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This means that the triumph of the allies 
will be different from all former victories: 
- moral principles of democracy will be 
incarnated and fortified, and a new spirit 
will have ascendency in the world. 
That rough old slogan, "Might makes 
Right, " was the mainspring of Germany's 
efforts to subjugate all other nations; it 
has yielded to the evangel, long preached 
and now to be realized"- Right makes 
Might: 
In July nineteen eighteen there was cap-
tured a report made by a German officer 
for delivery to his superiors in which he 
gave the results of the examination of a 
number of American prisoners. He said 
they were young, intelligent, active and 
enthusiastic, - many of them were the 
sons of emigrants to America, and yet they 
all seemed to be complete Americans,-
they refused to communicate any military 
information, and they all had the idea 
that America's purpose in going to war 
was to be a big brother to other nations. 
This plain and exact statement made for 
[3] 
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military purposes, is a splendid illustra-
tion of the attitude of America's people, 
as they rushed one and all, to obey the call, 
whose resounding music rang through the 
world. 
The United States is in the proudest 
days of her history, and is soon to be rec-
ognized as the leader of the nations, 
mighty in arms and material power, but 
mightiest in moral purposes and spiritual 
force, -leading the world into its new day. 
How has this wonderful situation come 
to be? 
We know the history of the Chosen 
People of old, called, gathered, taught, 
protected and led, so that they gave the 
world the knowledge of God, the Father 
of all, to be served and worshipped in truth 
and holiness. Through their ministry the 
world passed out of the control of pagan-
ism, and freedom and democracy had their 
beginnings. In the hearts of that wonder-
ful people the truth was made to live, and 
prophets and leaders were given for all 
crises during their national history, who 
[4] . 
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manifested and incarnated the truth, and 
proclaimed the duty of the people. Great 
Americans timidly but earnestly have ex-
pressed the conviction that the United 
States is another Chosen People, - filled 
with devotion to liberty and democracy, 
destined to bring into the world the 
brotherhood of God's children, and to unite 
the nations in one family in which the great 
shall not fail to be brothers to the small. 
This conviction always has existed, 
though at times it seemed like a dream, 
and America's prophets have ever voiced 
the truth so that it has not been forgotten. 8 
Ever since the European conflict began, 
one voice has rung out, continuously, in-
sistently. It has been louder than the 
man's own voice, truer than his own judg-
ment, clearer than his own vision, more 
spiritual than his own life. It has carried 
the tone of inspiration, for there has been 
recognized in it, immortal truth, undying 
spirit, and divine breath, though the bugle 
has been of flesh and blood, soon to go the 
way of all men. Its spiritual import has 
[5] 
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been recognized and valued in every na-
tion. 
That voice has set vibrating the strings 
of all American hearts, for they were tuned 
to its message. Hearts awakened, have 
rung to other hearts, until the music has 
risen to heaven, and has been heard through 
all the world, - a great harmony, - one 
people singing one song, led by a master 
singer. 
It is like the song two thousand years 
ago, which, while the world was full of 
tyranny and war, still sang prophetically-
"Peace to the earth, good will to man;"-
it was caught up by soldiers who looked 
and lived unlike angels, but who through 
the fierce struggle and the horrid din of 
war, still pressed forward to that peace and 
good will that in some way their sanguinary 
sacrifices shall grasp and hold fast. 
It is a message of liberty, of humanity, 
of brotherhood, of democracy; of the rights 
of the weak, and the trusteeship of the 
strong. It is filled with prophetic leader-
ship of a people chosen to represent those 
[ 6] 
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principles and to make them controlling 
in the world. 
The state papers and addresses of Presi-
dent Wilson are in everyone's mind, and 
collections of them have been printed and 
published, but we are not to think that his 
is a new message, though his voice is a 
new voice. 
The work of the present time, and the 
mighty purpose of our great nation are 
rested on a solid foundation that was begun 
when the nation began and has been ex-
tended as she grew. 
The bugle calls of the president, how-
ever inspired, would awaken only emotion 
and not unquenchable purpose, if the mat-
ter were not already in the hearts of the 
people, and the principles already woven 
into the fabric of national existence. 
It is not the purpose of this study to 
palliate charges of partisanship nor to 
avert just criticism of financial and eco-
nomic programs. The purpose is to indi-
cate voices and messages that have led the 
American people since the beginning, and 
[7] 
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to link the voice of Wilson with the in-
spired voices of the past, so that the unity 
of national spirit and purpose from the 
beginning may be manifest. 
And it must be noted here that Wilson 
has founded himself on Lincoln, of whom 
he is the profoundest American student 
now living. Lincoln studied Webster, who 
had studied Hamilton and Washington. 
The great pillars of our national life stand 
buttressed together. 
We shall show how from the earliest 
time the heart of America has beaten for 
this day. 
The president's address on the Fourth of 
July was delivered at the tomb of Wash-
ington at Mount Vernon, for he knew well 
the measure of the American principle 
which he had determined to enunciate In 
the hearing of the world. We quote: 
WILSON AT MOUNT VERNON 
"A great promise that was meant for all 
mankind was here given plan and reality." ... 
"Washington and his associates spoke and 
acted not for a class but for a people." ... 
[8] 
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, 'It has been left to us to see to it that it shall 
be understood that they spoke and acted not for 
a single people only, but for all mankind." ... 
, 'They were consciously planning that men of 
every class should be free, and that America 
should be a place to which men out of every na-
tion might resort who wished to share with them 
the rights and privileges of f:r:ee men. " ... 
"We intend what they intended. We believe 
our participation in the present war is only the 
fruitage of what they planted. Our case differs 
from theirs only in this; - that it is our in-
estimable privilege to concert with men out of 
every nation, that which shall make not only the 
liberties of America secure, but the liberties of 
other people as well. Weare happy in the 
thought that we are permitted to do what they 
would have done had they been in our place. 
There must be settled now, once for all, what was 
settled for America in the great age upon whose 
inspiration we draw to-day.". .. "The Past and 
the Present are in deadly grapple and the 
peoples of the world are being done to death 
between them. There can be but one issue. The 
settlement must be final. There can be no com-
promise. No halfway decision would be toler-
able.". .. "What we seek is the reign of law, 
based upon the consent of the governed and sus-
tained by the organized opinion of mankind. " ... 
"The blinded rulers of Prussia have roused 
[9 ] 
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forces they knew little of, - forces which once 
aroused can never be crushed, - for they have 
at their heart inspiration and purpose which are 
deathless and of the very stuff of triumph." 
Consciously then, the president follows 
the lead of the fathers, and takes up their 
God-appointed tasks. They all have but 
expressed the conscience of the people, as 
was well stated by ~Ir. Wilson when he 
said: 
"Back of every public official of the United 
States there marches that great host which has 
brought us to the present day: The host that has 
never forgotten the vision which it saw at the 
birth of the nation: the host which always re-
sponds to the call of humanity and of liberty: 
the host that will always constitute the strength 
and the great body of the United States." (The 
host which Abraham Lincoln called "the plain 
people.") . .. "If you love the flag, be sure that 
you wear it in your heart, and the heart of 
America shall interpret the heart of the world. ,,4. 
In Bryant's Library of Poetry and Song, 
there is a poem entitled Columbia,- written 
by Timothy Dwight, who was a soldier in 
[10 ] 
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the Revolutionary War and who died aged, 
revered and honored at Northampton, 
Massachusetts in 1817. That poem was 
written when the United States was but 
a little country and a weak people. It 
voiced the beliefs and the aspirations of 
the patriots of the early struggles, and it 
is immortal because it caught up the hope 
of those days, and proclaimed with cer-
tainty the glorious future of the young na-
tion. Each stanza repays study; each 
prophecy shows fulfillment. 
COLUMBIA 
(Timothy Dwight, 1816.) 
Columbia, Columbia, to glory arise, 
The queen of the world, and the child of the 
skies! 
Thy genius commands thee; with rapture be-
hold, 
While ages on ages thy splendors unfold. 
Thy reign is the last and the noblest of time, 
Most fruitful thy soil, most inviting thy clime; 
Let the crimes of the east ne'er encrimson thy 
name, 
Be freedom and science and virtue thy fame. 
[11 ] 
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To conquest and slaughter let Europe aspire; 
Whelm nations in blood, and wrap cities in fire; 
Thy heroes the rights of mankind shall defend, 
And triumph pursue them and glory attend. 
A world is thy realm; for a world be thy laws 
Enlarged as thine empire, and just as thy cause; 
On Freedom's broad basis that empire shall rise, 
Extend with the main, and dissolve with the 
skies. 
Fair science her gates to thy sons shall unbar, 
And the East see thy morn hide the beams of 
her star; 
New bards and new sages unrivalled shall soar 
To fame unextinguished when time is no more; 
To thee, the last refuge of virtue designed, 
Shall fly from all nations the best of mankind; 
Here, grateful to Heaven, with transport shall 
bring 
Their incense, more fragrant than odors of 
sprin~1--
Nor less shall thy fair ones to glory ascend, 
And genius and beauty and harmony blend; 
The graces of form shall awake pure desire, 
And the charms of the soul ever cherish the 
fire; 
Their sweetness unmingled, their manners re-
fined, 
[12 ] 
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And virtue's bright image, enstamped on the 
mind, 
With peace and soft rapture shall teach life to 
glow, 
And light up a smile on the aspect of woe. 
Thy fleets to all regions thy power shall display, 
The nations admire, and the oceans obey; 
Each shore to thy glory its tribute unfold, 
And the East and the South yield their spices 
and gold. 
As the dayspring unbounded thy splendor shall 
flow, 
And earth's little kingdoms before thee shall 
bow, 
While the ensigns of union, in triumph un-
furled, 
Hush the tumult of war, and give peace to the 
world. 
Thus, as down a lone valley, with 'edars o'er-
spread,-
From war's dread confusion, I pensively 
strayed, -
The gloom from the face of fair heaven retired; 
The wind ceased to murmur, the thunders ex-
pired; 
Perfumes, as of Eden, flowed sweetly along, 
And a voice, like the angels, enchantingly sang; 
[13 ] 
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"Columbia, Columbia," to glory arise, 
The queen of the world, and the child of the 
skies! 
Written just after the closing of the war 
of eighteen twelve, the poem was the ex-
pression of the faith of the fathers still 
continued. The definiteness of that faith 
shows in the address of John Quincy 
Adams in December 1802, from which we 
quote, and upon which the poem may well 
have been founded: 
ADAMS 
1802 
, 'Two centuries more, and our numbers must 
exceed those of Europe. The destinies of this 
empire as they appear in prospect before us 
disdain the powers of human calculation .... 
Let us never forget that the glory and greatness 
of all our descendants is in our hands. Preserve 
in all their purity, refine if possible from all 
their alloy, those virtues which we commemorate 
as the ornament of our forefathers. Adhere to 
them with inflexible resolution as to the horns 
of the altar; instil them with unwearied per-
severance into the minds of our children; bind 
[14 ] 
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your souls and theirs to the national union as 
the cords of life are centered in the heart, and 
you shall soar with rapid and steady wing to 
the summit of human glory. Nearly a century 
ago, one of those rare minds to whom it is given 
to discern future greatness in its seminal prin-
ciples, upon contemplating the situation of this 
continent pronounced in a vein of poetic inspira-
tion, 'Westward the star of empire takes its 
way.' Let us unite in ardent supplication to 
the Founder of nations and the Builder of 
Worlds, that what then was prophecy may con-
tinue unfolding into history - that the dearest 
hopes of the human race may not be extin-
guished in disappointment, and that the last 
may prove the noblest empire of time." 
Adams but followed the first president. 
WASHINGTON 
In his first inaugural address, Washing-
ton said: 
"It would be peculiarly improper to omit in 
this first official act my fervent supplications to 
that Almighty Being who rules the universe, 
who presides in the councils of nations, and 
whose providential aids can supply every human 
defect, that His benediction may consecrate to 
[15 ] 
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the liberties and happiness of the people of the 
United States a Government instituted by them-
selves for these essential purposes, and may en-
able every instrument employed in its adminis-
tration to execute with success the functions 
allotted to his charge. . .. No people can be 
bound to acknowledge and adore 'the Invisible 
Hand which conducts the affairs of men, more 
than those of the United States. Every step by 
which they have advanced to the character of 
an independent nation seems to have been dis-
tinguished by some token of providential 
agency.' ' ... and "The smiles of Heaven can 
never be expected on a nation that disregards 
the eternal rules of order and right which 
Heaven itself has ordained. The preservation 
of the sacred fire of liberty, and the destiny of 
the Republican model of government are justly 
considered a.s deeply, perhaps finally, staked on 
the experiment intrusted to the hands of the 
American people." 
The answer of the House of Representa-
tives contained this reply: 
, , We feel with you the strongest obligaton to 
adore 'the Invisible Hand,' which has led the 
American people through so many difficulties, 
to cherish a conscious responsibility for the des-
tiny of republican liberty and to seek the only 
[16 ] 
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sure means of preserving and recommending 
the precious deposit in a system of legislation 
founded on the principles of an honest policy 
and directed by the spirit of a diffusive 
patriotism. " 
America's prophecy of words and deeds 
rests solidly on the characters of the 
founders and on the work they did, and 
those sum up in Washington, who, Presi-
dent Wilson reminded us, lives in the his-
tory of the present day. In no American 
speech of Washington's time was this 
truth better than in the beautiful address 
delivered by Jacob Livermore, president 
pro tern. of the Senate, to President Adams 
December 23rd, 1799. The senators in a 
body called on Mr. Adams and presented 
the address, which closed with these sen-
tences: 
"With patriotic pride we review the life of 
our Vl ashington and compare him with those of 
other countries who have been pre-eminent in 
:fame. Ancient and modern names are dimin-
ished before him. Greatness and guilt have been 
too often allied, but his fame is whiter than it is 
brilliant. 
[17 ] 
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The destroyers of nations stand abashed at 
the majesty of his virtue; it reproves the inter-
perance of their ambition and darkens the splen-
dor of their victories. 
The scene is closed and we are no longer 
anxious lest misfortune should sully his glory; 
he has travelled on to the end of his journey 
and carried with him an increasing weight of 
honor. He has deposited it safely where mis-
fortune cannot tarnish it, where malice cannot 
blast it. Favored by heaven, he departed with-
out exhibiting the weaknesses of humanity. 
Magnanimous in life, the darkness of the grave 
cannot obscure his brightness. Thanks to God, 
his glory is consumated. 
Washington yet lives on earth in his spotless 
example; his spirit is in heaven. Let his coun-
try-men consecrate the memory of the heroic 
general, the patriotic statesman and the virtu-
ous sage. Let them teach their children never 
to forget that the fruits of his labors and his 
example are their inheritance." 
President Adams in responding, said: 
"His example is now complete and it will 
teach wisdom and virtue to magistrates and cit-
izens not only in the present age, but in future 
generations as long as our history shall be read. 
If a Trojan found a Pliny, a Marcus Aurelius 
[18 ] 
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can never want for biographers, eulogists and 
historians. ' , 
In a later day, Whittier wrote: 
"His rule of justice, order, peace, made pos-
sible the world's release; taught prince and serf 
that power is but a trust, and rule alone which 
serves the ruled, is just." 
The history of America, under her 
unique Declaration and Constitution is a 
prophecy of good to the world greater 
than ever the inspired words of her pro-
phets. 
MADISON 
J ames Madison, in the ' 'Federalist, ' , 
said: 
"Had no important step been taken by the 
leaders of the Revolution for which a precedent 
could not be discovered, - no government estab-
lished of which an exact model did not present 
itself, - the people of the United States might 
at this moment have been numbered among the 
melancholy victims of misguided councils; must 
at best have been laboring under the weight of 
some of those forms which have crushed the 
liberties of the rest of mankind. Happily for 
[19 ] 
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America, - happily we trust for the whole hu-
man race, - they pursued a new and more noble 
course. They accomplished a revolution which 
has no parallel in the annals of human society. 
They reared a fabric of government which has 
no model on the face of the globe. They formed 
the design of a great confederacy which it is 
incumbent on their successors to improve and 
perpetuate. " 
HANCOCK 
The avo'wed dependence of the Fathers 
upon "the Invisible Hand," of God and 
their constant invocation of divine guid-
ance were as notable as was the excep-
tional wisdom of their procedure, and of 
the instruments of government which they 
devised. They gave themselves to the hand 
that shaped their creation for the future 
of the human race. These words of that 
bold signer of the Declaration of Independ-
ence, John Hancock, expressed the faith in 
American destiny of these men to whom 
Webster referred as the American con-
stellation: 
[20 ] 
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"I have the most animating confidence, that 
the present noble struggle for liberty will ter-
minate gloriously for America. And let us play 
the man for our God, and for the cities of our 
God. While we are using the means in our 
power, let us humbly commit our cause to the 
great Lord of the universe, who loveth righteous-
ness and hateth iniquity. And having secured 
the approbation of our hearts, by a faithful and 
unwearied discharge of our duty to our country, 
let us joyfully leave our concerns in the hands 
of Him who raiseth up and pulleth down the 
empires and kingdoms of the world." 
WEBSTER 
1826 
Sublinle in their bold faith are these 
words of the great champion of the union 
- Daniel Webster, spoken in his eulogy 
on Adams and Jefferson delivered in Fan-
euil Hall, Boston, August 2, 1826, when 
the nation was still but a little country, 
and without world power: 
, , It cannot be denied, but by those who would 
dispute against the sun, that with America and 
in America, a new era commences in human af-
[21 ] 
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fairs. This era is distinguished by free repre-
sentative government, by entire religious liberty, 
by a newly awakened and unconquerable spirit 
of free inquiry, and by a diffusion of knowledge 
through the community such as has been before 
altogether unknown and unheard of. America, 
America our own country, fellow citizens, our 
own dear native land, is inseparably connected, 
fast bound up in fortune and by fate, with these 
great world interests. If they fall, we fall with 
them j if they stand, it will be because we have 
upholden them. 
Let us contemplate then, this connection which 
binds the prosperity of others to our own, and 
let us manfully discharge all the duties which it 
imposes. 
If we cherish the virtues and the principles 
of our fathers, heaven will assist us to carryon 
the work of human liberty and human happiness. 
Auspicious omens cheer us. Great examples 
are before us. Our own firmament now shines 
brightly upon our path. Washington is in the 
dear upper sky. Other stars have joined the 
American constellation; they circle round their 
centre and the heavens beam with new light. 
Beneath this illumination let us walk the course 
of life, and at its close devoutly commend our 
beloved country, the common parent of us all, 
to the Divine Benignity." 
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EVERETT 
1826 
In the same year (1826) Edward Everett 
delivered his great speech on Liberty, in 
which he said: 
"There can be no retreat, for the great exem-
plar, America, must stand, to convince the hes-
itating nations, under every reverse, that the 
reform they strive at is real, is practicable, is 
within their reach. Efforts at reform, by the 
power of action and reaction, may fluctuate; 
but there is an element of popular strength 
abroad in the world, stronger than forms and 
institutions, and daily growing in power. A 
public opinion of a new kind has risen among 
men - the opinion of the civilized world. 
Springing into existence on the shores of our own 
continent, it has grown with our growth and 
strengthened with our strength, till now, this 
moral giant, like that of the ancient poet, marches 
along the earth and across the ocean, but his 
front is among the stars. The course of the day 
does not weary, nor the darkness of the night 
arrest him. He grasps the pillars of the temple 
where Oppression sits enthroned, not groping 
and benighted, like the strong man of Old, to 
be crushed, himself, beneath the fall, but tramp-
ling, in his strength, on the massy ruins. 
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Under the influence, I might almost say the 
unaided influence, of public opinion, formed and 
nourished by our example, three wonderful 
revolutions have broken out in a generation. 
(He referred to France, Greece, and South 
America.) 
JACKSON 
1837 
In 1837, President Andrew Jackson 
wrote his farewell address to the American 
people. He showed the marvellous growth 
of the nation and discussed its internal 
dangers. Then in sure vision and with 
deep affection he said: 
"You have the highest of human trusts ~om­
mitted to your care. Providence has showered 
on this favored land blessings without number 
and has chosen you as the guardians of freeamn 
to preserve it for the benefit of the human race. 
May he who holds in his hands the destinies 
of nations make you worthy of the favors he has 
bestowed and enable you with pure hearts and 
clean hands and sleepless vigilance to guard and 
defend to the end of time the great charge he 
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has committed to your keeping. My own race is 
nearly run; advanced age and failing health 
warn me that before long I must pass beyond 
the reach of human events and cease to feel 
the vicissitudes of human affairs. 
I thank God that my life has been spent in a 
land of liberty and that He has given me a 
heart to love my country with the affection of 
a son. 
Filled with gratitude for your constant and 
unwavering kindness, I bid you a last and an 
affectionate farewell." 
The prophet of the American continent 
was James Monroe. He realized the in-
fluence of the United States in the revolu-
tion which separated the southern countries 
from Spain. He believed that in the great 
future the lives of the free countries of 
the American continent, must run together. 
His brave and foresighted position, de-
livered America from the European en-
tanglements which threatened; it gave the 
South American countries the opportunity 
to develop their life; it began the day of 
American fraternity soon to be realized in 
fullness, even with Mexico. It made the 
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whole continent "safe for Democracy." 
(R. M. McElroy.) 
The earliest and sharpest trial of that 
doctrine occurred when Texas won her in-
dependence and voted to join the United 
States. 
THE AMERICAN CONTINENT 
President Polk in his message of Decem-
ber 2, 1845, referring to the independence 
of the republic of Texas, said: 
, 'This accession to our territory has been a 
bloodless achievement. No arm of force has 
been raised to produce the result. The sword 
has no part in the victory. We have not sought 
to extend our territory by conquest nor to ex-
tend our republican institution over a reluctant 
people. It was the deliberate homage of each 
people to the great principle of our federative 
union." 
lIe referred to the enlargement of the 
nation's bounds, to the opposition of Eu-
ropean nations, and proceeded: 
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"We may rejoice that the tranquil and per-
vading influence of the American principle. of 
self-government was sufficient to defeat the pur-
poses of British and French interference, and 
that the almost unanimous voice of the people 
of Texas has given to that interference a peace-
ful and effective rebuke. From this example, 
European governments may learn how vain 
diplomatic acts and intrigues must ever prove 
upon this continent against that system of self-
government which seems natural to our soil and 
which will ever resist foreign interference!" 
On the summit of the Andean range, be-
tween Argentina and Chile stands an heroic 
statue of the Christ which commemorates 
the settlement by arbitration of the long 
and sanguinary boundary dispute between 
the two republics. It shows this inscrip-
tion: "These mountains shall crumble 
into dust before Argentines and Chileans 
break the peace which at the feet of Christ 
the Redeemer they have sworn to keep." 
This is a prophecy of the settlement of all 
future American disputes. On December 
B, 1914, the representatives of twenty of 
these republics joined with our own in the 
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beautiful building of the Pan-American 
Union, in the City of Washington, and de-
clared to the world their common senti-
ment in these words: "We the nations of 
the New World stand together for peace, 
our common interests and our common pro-
tection." In Rio de Janeiro similar con-
gresses have been held in a building de-
signed for that purpose and called the Mon-
roe Palace. The purpose of the combina-
tion is to put the moral force of all the na-
tions on our hemisphere behind the prin-
ciple of the Monroe doctrine, and to give 
to all Europe impressive warning, that the 
Americans are of the new spirit, and that 
they will stand together, the weak with the 
strong, and the strong for the weak; antag-
onisms of the nations of Europe can have 
no foothold on this continent. The struggle 
for peace with Mexico was worth while, 
and no effort or reasonable sacrifice will 
be spared to maintain the impressive voice 
of the continent expressed in the Andean 
memorial. 
The binding force of a "scrap of paper" 
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between free peoples enjoying free govern-
ment is shown in the peace of a hundred 
years between the United States and Can-
ada: - and in the b01.lndary line of four 
thousand miles of river and lake, without 
a gun, a cruiser or a fort to express doubt 
or distrust. Today there is one heartbeat 
on both sides of the St. Lawrence. 
LINCOLN 
The greatest American prophet was 
Abraham Lincoln. His nature blended the 
human and the divine. The spirit which 
animated his sacrificial life is vividly 
shown in the address, too little known 
which he delivered in Independence Hall, 
Philadelphia, on February 22nd (Wash-
ington's Birthday), 1861, while he wai on 
his ·way to Washington to be inaugurated 
as president. The secret of his fortitude, 
his courage, his faith, is expressed in these 
thrilling \vords, spoken just as he was to 
undertake the labor of saving the union, 
spoken when the air was full of mutterings 
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of assassination as he proceeded on his 
journey. 
, 'I have often inquired of myself what great 
principle or idea it was that kept the states so 
long together. It was not the mere matter of 
the separation of the colonies from the mother-
land, but the sentiment of the Declaration of 
Independence, which gave liberty not alone to 
the people of this country, - but I hope to the 
world, - for all future time. It was that which 
gave promise that in due time, the weight would 
be lifted from the shoulders of all men. That is 
the sentiment, embodied in the Declaration of 
Independence. 
Now my friends, can this country be saved 
on that basis ~ If it can be, I will consider my-
self one of the happiest men in the world if I 
can help to save her. 
If it cannot be saved on that principle it will 
be truly awful. 
But if this country cannot be saved without 
giving up that principle - I was about to say-
I would rather be assassinated on this spot, 
than surrender it." 
Simply, with few words but with wonder-
ful insight, pathos and foreseeing, he ex-
pounded the Declaration of Independence, 
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marked out and emphasized its cardinal 
principle, and placed his feet upon it for 
a greater Plymouth Rock, - a foundation 
of .liberty, not only for his own land, but 
for the whole world. 
A.LExANDER HAMILTON had said: -" It is 
ours to be either the grave in which the 
hopes of the world shall be entombed, or 
the pillar of cloud which shall pilot the 
race onward to millennial glory;" Lincoln, 
a deep student of Hamilton and Webster, 
caught up the inspiration of the earlier 
days and gave them his own simple and 
majestic framing, in words which were so 
truly inspired, that they took in the vision 
of his own sacrifice. 
It requires the reading of the Philadel-
phia speech to appreciate the fullness of 
the Gettysburg address of 1863, beginning 
"Four score and seven years ago our fathers 
brought forth upon this continent a new nation, 
conceived in liberty and dedicated to the prop-
osition that all men are created equal: 
and ending with the familiar and well-loved 
prayer, 
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, 'that this nation under God shall have a new 
birth of freedom, and that government of the 
people, by the people, and for the people shall 
not perish from the earth." 
Of all the addresses that were made in 
connection with Lincoln's funeral, that 
which best expressed the universal quality 
of his work was delivered by Bishop Simp-
son at Springfield (May 4, 1865). In the 
peroration he said: 
"Chieftain farewell! The nation mourns thee. 
Mothers shall teach thy name to their lisping 
children. The youth of our land shall emulate 
thy virtues. Statesmen shall study thy record 
and learn lessons of wisdom. Mute though thy 
lips be, yet they still speak. Hushed is thy 
voice but its echoes of liberty are ringing 
through the world and the sons of bondage listen 
with joy. Prisoned thou art in death, and yet 
thou art marching abroad, and chains and man-
acles are bursting at thy touch. Thou didst fall, 
not for thyself - the assassin had no hate for 
thee. Our hearts were aimed at, our national 
life was sought. 
We crown thee as our martyr, and humanity 
enthrones thee as her triumphant son. 
Hero, martyr, friend, farewell!" 
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The human crisis involved in the assas-
sination was expressed by no one better 
than by councilman ABRAHAM LENT in the 
simple ceremonies at the New York City 
Hall (April 15, 1865). In seconding the 
resolution offered by councilman J. Wil-
son Green, he made a short address in 
which he said: 
, 'The blow is not struck so much at the pres-
ident or the people, but at the republican form 
of government. Shall it be the death-knell of 
republicanism? Shall it be said with truth by 
the despots of Europe that man is not fit for 
self-government; that man must be governed by 
those who claim the right from God? I hope 
not - I trust not. I believe that man is fit for 
self-government and that this republic will 
emerge safely from the calamity that has be-
fallen it and will assert her leadership among 
the nations of the earth." 
The marvel of history occurred in this 
sudden trial of America's form of govern-
ment, - in which its stability and perma-
nency were demonstrated. 
Lincoln by his life and death attracte-d 
the hearts of the world as no other Ameri-
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can has done, - not even Washington. He 
became the hero of Humanity and drew the 
affections of the plain people of the world 
to the nation which had exalted his homely 
virtues. He won the hearts, even of the 
defeated. 
LOWELL wrote of Lincoln: 
"Great captains with their guns and drums 
Disturb our judgment for the hour, 
But at last silence comes; 
They are all gone, and standing like a tower, 
Our children shall behold his fame; 
The kindly, earnest, brave, foreseeing man, 
Sagacious, patient, dreading praise, 
New birth of our new soil, - the first Ameri-
can." 
That stanza was quoted by MR. WILSON 
in an essay published in 1896, in which he 
drew a sincere and affectionate picture of 
Lincoln, and, long before he knew his own 
destiny, revealed the model of his study, 
the inspiration of his own developing 
statesmanship, and prophesied the rein-
carnation of spirituality in the practical 
affairs of the nation's life. In this fine 
eulogy we find this paragraph: 
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"It is a poet's verdict, but it rings in the 
authentic tone of the seer. It must be the ver-
dict of history. . .. You have in him the type 
and flower of our growth. It is as if Nature 
had made a typical American, and then had 
added with liberal hand the royal quality of 
genius, to show us what that type could be. . . . 
We have in him the perfect development of na-
tive strength, the rounding out and nationaliza-
tion of the provincial. . .. He would be a rich 
man who could say that he understood Abraham 
Lincoln." 
And the spirit of Abraham Lincoln 
marched with America's boys in France 
as they sang the battle-hymn of the Repub-
lic. His spirit is abroad in the earth to-
day. America's martyr today is more than 
ever Humanity's triumphant son. 
A CANADIAN VOICE 
DR. JAMES MACDON ALD in "Democracy 
and the Nations," presenting the· English 
and Canadian viewpoint says that the 
United States has made the great contribu-
tion to the democracy of the world of: 
, 'The declaration of the right of a free people 
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to govern themselves; the declaration before all 
the world that any people anywhere and at any 
time who desire self-government and are fit for 
it must be given the chance and the responsibility 
of governing themselves; the supreme declara-
tion of democracy that the authority of all 
human government among a free people is based 
on the consent of the governed." He says: 
"That declaration made good in the history of 
the nation and illustrated in the nation's dealing 
with little peoples and backward races, is the 
greatest achievement of the United States of 
America." 
The three quotations which follow illus-
trate the continuance of the American vi-
sion. The orations of William M. Evarts 
and Robert C. Winthrop were delivered 
during the national centennial in 1876, 
eleven years after the civil war; that of 
Stephen B. Elkins was spoken at a com-
mencement of the University of West 
Virginia in 1888. 
EVARTS 
1876 
Mr. Evarts closing his comprehensive 
address, said: 
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"What labors await it, what trials shall at-
tend it, what triumphs for human nature, what 
glory for itself are prepared for this people, 
we may not assume to foretell. . .. In the great 
procession of nations, in the great march of 
humanity we hold our place. . .. Let us resolve 
that the great heritage we have received shall be 
handed down through the long line of the ad-
vancing generations, the home of liberty, the 
abode of justice, the stronghold of faith among 
men, which holds the moral elements of the 
world together, and of faith in God, which binds 
the world to His throne." 
WINTHROP 
1876 
The address of Mr. Winthrop closed· 
with this splendid call to remembrance; 
"If the second century of self-government is 
to go on safely to its close, or is to go on safely 
and prosperously at all, there must be some re-
newal of that old spirit of subordination and 
obedience to divine, as well as human, laws, 
which has been our security in the past. There 
must be faith in something higher and better 
than ourselves. There must be a reverent ac-
knowledgment of an unseen, but all-seeing, all-
controlling Ruler of the universe. His word, 
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His day, His house, His worship, must be 
sacred to our children, as they have been to 
their fathers; and His blessing must never 
fail to be invoked upon our land and upon 
our liberties. The patriot voice, which cried 
from the balcony of yonder old State House, 
when the declaration had been originally pro-
claimed; 'Stability and perpetuity to American 
independence,' did not fail to add, 'God save 
our American states.' I would prolong that 
ancestral prayer. And the last phrase to pass 
my lips at this hour, and to take its chance for 
remembrance or oblivion in years to come, as the 
conclusion of this centennial oration, and as the 
sum and summing up, of all I can say to the 
present or the future, shall be: - There is, there 
can be, no independence of God. In Him, as a 
nation, no less than in Him, as individuals, "we 
live, and move, and have our being! God save 
our American state!" 
ELKINS 
1888 
Thirty years ago Senator Elkins said: 
, , Western civilization is nearing some great 
social change pointing in the direction of the 
elevation of the people through education, the 
practice of virtue, a broader humanity, and a 
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recognition of the brotherhood of man. ' The 
old order changeth, - giveth place to new.' 
This change must and will come. The eternal 
principles of justice and equity fight for it. Civ-
ilization will have no repose, governments no 
security until it does come. All who love their 
fellow-men will welcome it; all who want justice 
done between man and man will aid it. Every-
thing points to America as the instrument for 
this great change. American civilization is the 
hope of the world. It is the best equipped to 
lead the world in the critical change. Let us 
hope it will prove a peaceful and bloodless 
revolution. The last strife predicted by the 
ancient prophets between Light and Darkness 
is to come. When night falls upon that mystic 
battlefield, heard will be the voices which 
through the lips of seers and sages, have long 
searched the hearts of men in vain. The people 
of the world will then know that truth, love, 
virtue, peace abide; that wisdom, gentleness, 
charity and humanity are the best fruits of 
culture; that 'the good is the absolute.' ... 
America must face the oncoming problem with-
out retreat." 
WAR WITH SPAIN 
The intervention in Cuba marked the 
advent of the United States as a real 
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the outreaching vision that never has been 
absent. There were times of doubt, dis-
sension and danger but never was there 
hesitation in the White House, never was 
there absence of prophetic appeal- never 
did the great heart-impulse of the people 
fail or abate. 
SENATOR HOAR 
Senator Hoar, in October 1900, favoring 
the re-election of McKinley, said: 
, 'Conditions on this planet have changed, but 
the stars have not changed their places in the 
heavens. The Declaration of Independence must 
still be our guide. 'rhe eternal laws of justice 
and righteousness and liberty are still to govern 
the relations of citizens and nations. The eter-
nal law of righteousness which we learned in 
the beginning from Asia, must still guide us in 
dealing with the ease from which it came," (re-
ferring to China). 
SENATOR DOLLIVER 
Senator Dolliver in the House of Rep-
resentatives February, 1900, said: 
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, , We have heard it said that the days of the 
Republic are numbered. . .. This government 
shall live to scatter the riches of human liberty 
to races yet uncivilized and to nations yet un-
born." 
GOVERNOR GUILD 
Curtin Guild, Jr., who became governor 
of Massachusetts, said in Faneuil Hall: 
"The United States that Washington left was 
an undeveloped federation of jealous almost in-
congruous states. The United States that Lin-
coln left was a nation fused in the crucible of 
war but with resources undeveloped and with 
few responsibilities beyond its own borders. The 
United States of McKinley is one of the powers 
of earth, with the destiny of nations in its 
grasp and with a responsibility not to itself 
alone, but to the Greater Power that has made 
it great." 
ROOSEVELT 
Theodore Roosevelt seconding the re-
nomination of McKinley in June, 1900, 
said: 
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"We stand on the threshold of a new century, 
a century big with the fate of the great nations 
of the earth. It rests with us now to decide 
whether in the opening years of that century we 
shall march forward to fresh triumphs or 
whether at the outset we shall deliberately crip-
ple ourselves for the contest. Is America a 
weakling, to shrink from the world work that 
must be done by a world Power? No. The 
young giant of the West stands on a continent, 
and clasps the crest of an ocean in either hand. 
Our nation glorious in youth and strength, looks 
into the future with fearless and eager eyes and 
rejoices as a strong man to run a race. We do 
not stand in craven mood, asking to be spared 
the task, cringing as we gaze on the contest. 
No, we challenge the proud privilege of doing 
the work Providence allots us and we face the 
coming years high of heart and resolute in a 
faith that to our people is given the right to 
win such honor and renown as never yet, has 
been granted to the peoples of mankind." 
It is good to read his sturdy, practical 
speech of September 2, 1901, delivered at 
Minneapolis when he was vice-president. 
Referring to the Philippines, he said: 
"We are not trying to subjugate a people; 
we are trying to develop them, and to make 
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small intentions. We cannot retreat from any 
soil where Providence has unfurled our banner; 
it is ours to save that soil for Liberty and Civil-
ization. For Liberty and Civilization and the 
fulfilment of God's promises, the American flag 
must henceforth be the symbol and the sign to 
all mankind." 
A year later, at the Union League Olub 
in Philadelphia, Senator Beveridge said: 
"The Republic's duty is as sacred as its op-
portunity is real. . .. The Republic could not 
retreat if it would; ... it must proceed. . .. God 
did not make the American people the mightiest 
human force of all time simply to feed and die . 
. . . He has appointed for us a destiny equal to 
our endowments. . .. American manhood to-day 
contains the master administrators of the world, 
and they go forth for the healing of the nations; 
they go forth, and the word on their lips is 
Christ and his peace, - not conquest and pil-
lage; they go forth to prepare the peoples 
through decades, and it may be centuries of 
patient effort, for the great gift of American 
institutions. They go forth, not for imperialism 
but for the Greater Republic. . .. Who believes 
that free institutions are stricken unto death be-
cause the Republic under God takes its place as 
the first power of the world Y Who believes that 
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we plunge to our doom when we march forward 
in a path of duty prepared by a higher wisdom 
than our own? . .. Those who so believe are in-
fidels to the providence of God; they have lost 
their reckoning and think it is sunset when it is 
only the breaking of another day - the day of 
the Greater Republic, dawning with the twen-
tieth century .... 
Where the flag leads we follow, for we know 
the hand that bears it onward is the Unseen 
Hand of God. We followed the flag and inde-
pendence was ours; we followed the flag and 
nationality was ours; we followed the flag and 
oceans were ruled; we followed the flag and in 
Occident and Orient tyranny fell and barbarism 
was subdued. We followed the flag at Trenton 
and Valley Forge; at Saratoga and upon the 
crimsoned seas; at Buena Vista and Chapulte-
pec; at Gettysburg and Missionary Ridge; at 
Santiago and Manilla. Everywhere and always 
it meant larger liberty, nobler opportunity, 
greater happiness. It always means the bles-
sings of the Greater Republic. God leads, we 
follow the flag, the Republic never retreats." 
JEFFERSON AND WILSON 
Senator Beveridge's reference to Amer-
ica as a "chosen people" carries us back 
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to the second inaugural of Jefferson (1805) 
who said: 
"I shall need the favor of that Being in whose 
hands we are, who led our fathers as Israel of 
old from their native land and planted them 
in a country flowing with the necessaries and the 
comforts of life; who has covered our infancy 
with his providence, and our riper years with 
his wisdom and power, to whose goodness I ask 
you to join in supplication with me that he will 
so enlighten the minds of your servants, guide 
their counsels and prosper their measures that 
whatsoever they do shall result in your good and 
shall secure to you the peace, friendship and 
approbation of all nations." ... 
Indeed we are living in the world's 
greatest crisis. The day is at hand for 
the complete proving of the prophecies of 
Adams and Dwight, the day hoped for by 
Jefferson and Hamilton, and Webster and 
Lincoln, has come. It is the day of testing 
and of opportunity for America. The 
president is a man of vision. He grasps 
the truth that America is the chosen people 
of modern times, called to teach the world 
brotherhood and national unselfishness. 
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He knows the mission of America, which 
if followed will lead on to immortal glory. 
He is the special man again raised up for 
the time of need. There have come to him 
from l\1:cKinley and Roosevelt and Taft 
legacies of brotherly dealings with other 
peoples of the world, wherein the tempta-
tions to national enlargement have been 
set aside, and with real unselfishness the 
cause of the weaker brother has been 
served. He has withstood the temptations 
to enrich the nation at the expense of Mex-
ico, and has shown a nation practicing self 
restraint and resisting temptations both 
of cupidity and of revenge, in order to. live 
true to its high ideals. He has reached 
into the great past and has found the hands 
of Lincoln and Grant, of Webster, of 
Adams and Hamilton and Washington, 
and they have spoken again in him. 
WILSON ON THE FLAG 
In a Flag Day speech before the United 
States entered the ,var, the president said: 
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, 'This flag is meant to stand for the just use 
of undisputed national power. No nation is ever 
going to doubt our power to assert its rights, 
and we should lay it to heart that no nation 
shall ever doubt our purpose to put it to the 
highest uses to which a great emblem of govern-
ment and justice can be put. It is to stand for 
self-possession, for dignity, for the assertion of 
the. right of one nation to serve the other na-
tions of the world. . .. An emblem that will not 
condescend to be used for purposes of aggression 
and aggrandizement; that is too great to be de-
based by selfishness; that has vindicated its 
right to be honored by all nations of the world 
and feared by none who do righteousness. . .. It 
is my privilege as the temporary representative 
of a great nation that does what it pleases with 
its own affairs, to say that we please to do justice 
and we please to assert the rights of mankind 
wherever this flag is unfurled." 
To a graduating class at Annapolis, he 
said: 
"The idea of America is to serve humanity, 
and every time you loose the stars-and-stripes 
to the wind, you ought to realize that it is in 
itself a message that you are on an errand which 
other navies sometimes have forgotten, - not an 
errand of conquest but an errand of service. I 
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have that thought whenever I look at the flag, 
:for I know something of the struggle of man-
kind for liberty. The white stripes seem strips 
of parchment on which are written the rights of 
man; the red stripes seem the streams of blood 
by which those white stripes have been made 
good; in the blue firmament are swung out the 
stars of the states of the Union. It is a sort 
of floating charter that has come down to us 
from Runnymede, when men said, 'We will not 
have masters; we will be a people and we will 
seek our own liberty.' You are not serving a 
government gentlemen, you are serving a people 
.... and you are champions of your fellow-men. 
. .. Take these great engines of force out onto 
the seas, like adventurers enlisted for the eleva-
tion of the spirit of the human race, for that is 
the only distinction America has. Other na-
tions have been strong, other nations have piled 
wealth high as the sky, but have come into dis-
grace because they used their force and wealth 
for the oppression of mankind and their own 
aggrandisement. America would bring not 
glory to herself but disgrace by following the 
beaten paths and you gentlemen must be the 
explorers who will carry this spirit and spread 
its message all over the seas and in every part 
of the world. . .. The glory of America goes 
deeper than all the tinsel, and all the sound of 
guns and all the clash of sabers; it goes down 
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to the very foundation of those things that have 
made the spirit of men free and happy and 
contented.' , 
Mr. Wilson's Independence Day oration 
of 1914 was delivered at Independence 
Hall, just before the war broke out in Eu-
rope, and before he or anybody else had 
seen the lurid dawning of the day when 
the old order of government began the 
struggle which shall bring in the deliver-
ance of the people from yokes that are too 
grievous to endure. He closed his lofty 
message thus: 
"My dream is that as the years go on and 
the world knows more and more of America., it 
will also drink at the fountains of youth and 
renewal; that it will turn to America for those 
moral inspirations that lie at the basis of all 
freedom; that no country will ever fear America 
unless it feels that it is engaged in some enter-
prise which is inconsistent with the rights of 
humanity; that America will come into the full 
light of the day when all shall know that she 
puts human rights above all other rights and 
that her flag is not only of America, but of 
humanity. 
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What other great people has devoted itself to 
that exalted ideal? To what other nation can 
all eyes look for an instant sympathy that thrills 
the whole body politic when men anywhere are 
fighting for their rights? I do not know that 
there will ever be a declaration of grievances 
and of independence for mankind, but I believe 
that if any such document ever is drawn up, it 
will be drawn in the spirit of the American De-
claration of Independence. 
America has lifted high the light which will 
shine unto all generations and will guide the 
feet of mankind to the goal of justice, liberty 
and peace." 
WILSON, EVERETT, BEECHER, ON AMERICA'S 
COMPOSITE CHARACTER 
J\fr. Lincoln interpreted the Declaration 
of independence in its relation to the prob-
lems of his day, and Mr. Wilson has been 
interpreting Washington's Farewell Ad-
dress in terms of our day, seeing that in 
America's citizenship the whole world has 
representatives. 
On April 20, 1915, at the Press Club in 
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New York Oity, the president, discussing 
our composite character, said: 
"We are the mediating nation of the world. 
I do not mean that we undertake not to mind 
our own business and to mediate where other 
people are quarelling. I mean the word in a 
broader sense. Weare compounded of the na-
tions of the world. We mediate their blood, 
we mediate their traditions, we mediate their 
sentiments, their tastes, their passions; we are 
ourselves compounded of those things. 
We are, therefore, able to understand all na-
tions; we are able to understand them in the 
compound, not separately, as partisans, but 
unitedly as knowing and comprehending and 
embodying them all. It is in that sense that I 
mean that America is a mediating nation. The 
opinion of America, the action of America, is 
ready to turn and free to turn in any direction. 
Did you ever reflect how almost every other 
nation, has through long centuries been headed 
in one direction f That is not true of the United 
States. The United States has no racial momen-
tum. I t has no history back of it which makes 
it run all its energies and all its ambitions in 
one particular direction; and America is par-
ticularly free in this, that she has no hampering 
ambitions to be a world power. 
If we have been obliged by circumstances, in 
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the past to take territory which we otherwise 
would not have thought of taking, we have con-
sidered it our duty to administer that territory, 
not for ourselves, but for the people living in it, 
and to put this burden upon our consciences 
not to think that this thing is ours for our use, 
but to regard ourselves as trustees for those to 
whom it does really belong, trustees ready to 
hand over the cosmic trust at any time when 
the business seems to make that possible and 
feasible. That is what I mean by saying we have 
no hampering ambitions. 
,. We do not want anything that does not belong 
to us. A nation in that position is free to serve 
other nations; - is ready to form some part of 
the assessing opinion of the world. 
Weare trustees for the greatest heritage that 
any nation ever had, the love of justice and 
righteousness and human liberty; for fundamen-
tally these are the things to which America is 
addicted and to which she is devoted." 
Long ago MR, EVERETT said: 
"Our country is the world, - our countrymen 
are all mankind." 
In his address of 1826 he said: 
"A tie of consanguinity must connect the 
members of every family of Europe with some 
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portion of our happy land; so that in all their 
trials and disasters they may look safely beyond 
the ocean for a refuge. The victims of power, 
of intolerance, of war, of disaster, in every other 
part of the world, must feel that they may find 
a kindred home within our limits. Kings, whom 
the perilous convulsions of the day have shaken 
from their thrones, must find a safe retreat; and 
the needy emigrant must at least not fail of his 
bread and water, were it not only for the sake 
of the great discoverer, who was himself obliged 
to beg them. On this corner-stone the temple 
of our freedom was laid from the first-
'For here the exile met from every clime, 
And spoke in friendship every distant 
tongue; 
Men, from the blood of warring Europe 
sprung, 
Were here divided by the running 
brook. ' 
This peculiarity of our population, which 
some have thought a misfortune, is in reality 
one of the happiest circumstances attending the 
settlement of the country. It assures the exile 
from every part of Europe a kind reception from 
man of his own tongue and race. Had we been 
the unmixed decendants of anyone nation of 
Europe, we should have retained a moral and 
intellectual dependence on that nation, even 
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after the dissolution of our political connection 
had taken place. It was sufficient for the great 
purpose in view that the earliest settlements 
were made by men who had fought the battles 
of liberty in England, and who brought with 
them the rudiments of constitutional freedom 
to a region where no deep-rooted proscriptions 
would prevent their development. Instead of 
marring the symmetry of our social system, it 
is one of the most attractive and beautiful pecu-
liarities, that, with the prominent qualities of 
the Anglo-Saxon character inherited from our 
English fathers, we have an admixture of almost 
everything that is valuable in the character of 
most of the other states of Europe." 1\ 
Forty years ago, HENRY WARD BEECHER 
said: 
"I regard a,ll the inconveniences of foreign 
mixtures, of difference of language, customs, re-
ligion and domestic arrangements as trifles; but 
the augmentation of power, of breadth of man-
hood, - the promise of the future, - is beyond 
all computation; and there never was, - there 
never began to be in the earlier days, such 
promise for physical vigor and enriched life, as 
there is today upon this continent. We have 
fortified and enriched our blood, - we have 
called the world to be our father and the father 
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of our posterity and there never was a time when 
the race-stock had in it so much as today. We 
are enriched beyond the power of gratitude." 
which was paraphrased by Mr. Wilson, 
when he said: 
"The magnet of freedom has drawn splendid 
strength to this country. Men have been drawn 
by that which has made us love it, - the oppor-
tunity to live their own lives and to think their 
own thoughts, and to let their natures expand 
with the expansion of a free and mighty nation. 
We have brought out of the stocks of the world 
all the best impulses, and have appropriated 
them, and Americanized them, and translated 
them into the glory and majesty of our great 
country." 0 
The president actually sees the mixture 
of races which Captain Dwight foresaw in 
1815. ' 
Addressing naturalized citizens in Phila-
delphia on May 10th, 1915, he said: 
"This is the only country in the world which 
experiences this constant and repeated rebirth. 
Other countries depend upon the multiplication 
of their own native people. This country is 
constantly drinking strength out of new sources 
by the voluntary association with it of great 
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bodies of strong men and forward-looking 
women. And so by the gift of the free will of 
independent people it is constantly being re-
newed from generation to generation by the 
same process by which it was originally created. 
It is as if humanity had determined to see to it 
that this great nation, founded for the benefit 
of humanity, should not lack for the allegiance 
of the people of the world. 
You have just taken an oath· of allegiance to 
the United States. Of allegiance to whom? Of 
allegiance to no one, unless it be God. Certainly 
not of allegiance to those who temporarily re-
present this great Government. You have taken 
an oath of allegiance to a great ideal, to a great 
body of principles, to a great hope of the human 
race. You have said, ' We are going to America, ' 
not only to earn a living, not only to seek the 
things which it was more difficult to obtain where 
we were born, but to help forward the great 
enterprises of the human spirit - to let men 
know that everywhere in the world there are 
men who will cross strange oceans and go where 
a speech is spoken which is alien to them, know-
ing that, whatever the speech, there is but one 
longing and utterance of the human heart, and 
that is for liberty and justice. 
My urgent advice to you would be not only 
always to think first of America, but always, 
also, to think first of humanity. You do not 
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love humanity if you seek to divide humanity' 
into jealous camps. Humanity can be welded 
together only by love, by sympathy, by justice, 
not by jealousy and hatred. I am sorry for the 
man who seeks to make personal capital out of 
the passions of his fellow men. He has lost the 
touch and ideal of America, for America was 
created to unite mankind by those passions 
which lift and not by the passions which separate 
and debase .... 
Americans must have a consciousness different 
from the consciousness of every other nation in 
the world. A nation that is not constantly re-
newed out of new sources is apt to have the nar-
rowness and prejudice of a family. Whereas, 
America must have this consciousness, that on 
all sides it touches elbows and touches hearts 
with all the nations of mankind .... 
I like to come and stand in the presence of a 
great body of my fellow-citizens, whether they 
have been fellow-citizens a long time or a short 
time, and drink as it were, out of the common 
fountains with them. You have generously 
given me the sense of your support and of the 
living vitality in your hearts of the great ideals 
which made America the hope of the world." 
Without doubt the world-conscience 
which the United States possesses as well 
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as her comprehension and her power of 
execution largely comes out of her compo-
site quality, and this is a fundamental con-
sideration in a study of her world-mission. 
The migrations which have moved the 
peoples of the earth to our shores, like the 
historic migrations of the centuries past, 
were not accidents. Sometimes we hear 
pessimistic voices declaring that immigra-
tion has hurt our land, and ruined our 
greatest cities, and that an overload of ig-
norant and superstitious foreigners is 
straining our institutions to the breaking 
point. But the coming of the people is 
for opportunity and blessing more than for 
danger and injury. In the great cities 
are the kindergartens which Providence 
has developed for object lessons to the 
world. Here are cities-full of men, women 
and children of all races and of all previ-
ous conditions, dwelling closely together, 
associating in all phases of life,-learning 
to appreciate each other, - agreeing and 
combining in all relations, - rising above 
national and racial differences and hatreds, 
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glorying in a common citizenship which 
they prize and love. 
There is developing here, the composite 
man of the world. Here at last has been 
found a place to live and a way of life that 
open the intellects and souls of all races, 
and combine them in one common civic as-
piration, - one common citizenship, -
with no small element in it of pride and of 
mutual affection. Teachers, and preachers 
of all kinds and names, are instilling the 
great lesson in impressionable minds and 
hearts, and a generation of young people 
is growing up, all fired with the new pat-
riotism which loses nothing of its Ameri-
can ruggedness, because it views all men 
who do right as brothers, and welcomes all 
those to the great blessings which have 
been provided by the Bountiful Father for 
those who will help to bring in the New 
Day. 
WILSON AGAINST THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT 
Probably no utterances of the President 
carried greater import than his letter to 
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the German government on the sinking of 
the Lusitania. His course seems to have 
been modelled on that of President Lincoln 
concerning the proclamation of emancipa-
tion, for Lincoln held back that proclama-
tion while time and the course of the war 
worked for it, and when the country's 
heart was right for it, and when he could 
announce it as a war measure, then it was 
published and the North stood for it sol-
idly. So it was about declaring a state of 
war with Germany. The country was at 
first not ready for it, materially nor senti-
mentally. The Lusitania situation pre-
sented at once a duty and an opportunity. 
The president's wisdom, prudence and pa-
tience equalled his courage and resolution, 
and the cause of international righteous-
ness was maintained, while the nation was 
solidified behind the president. Not only 
was this accomplished but the people 
caught the spiritual side of this question, 
and responded to the high purpose which 
had determined every act and word of Mr. 
Wilson. Those who had been opposed or 
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lukewarm towards his general policies 
came to his support with full enthusiasm. 
Better than all else the people were made 
to realize that America's divine mission 
called her into the war. 
The quick and natural response of the 
people was shown at once in the news-
papers. 
The "Sun" of May, 1915, not on its 
editorial page, but by the pen of a reporter 
in its news columns, expressed the world 
import of the letter, saying: 
, 'There is no doubt here ( at Washington) that 
the American note was framed with the view of 
rendering a service not only to the interests of 
the United States, but to the entire civilized 
world. The breadth of view expressed in the 
note, its foundation on the great principles of 
civilization's laws instead of solely on the rules 
of international law, are accepted here, as evi-
dencing the spirit which actuated the president 
and his advisers. They are known to feel that 
this moment has afforded the United States a 
supreme opportunity for service to the world. 
Its position as the greatest and strongest neutral 
they feel requires that it does not shrink from 
the performance of this duty. . .. The conse-
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quences must be accepted by the people in the 
spirit of devotion to the common cause of civ-
ilization and law." 
A few of many editorial comments are 
cited as showing the common thought. 
, , It is not in the spirit of narrow nationalism 
that the president has penned this message. He 
is seeking no special privileges for America. 
His concern is for the preservation and non-
impairment of the common estate of humanity. 
Thus spiritual dignity attaches to his temperate 
words, and it is made clear, whatever may hap-
pen, that this country will be sustained by the 
consciousness that it is laboring for righteous-
ness." 
Again: 
, 'After a week of angry discussion the people 
know they have a leader whose broad humanity 
is based on those national instincts which guided 
the course of the United States from the begin-
ning. . .. Weare all earnest supporters of the 
president, who by patience and fortitude has 
established his right to lead a free people." 
Again: 
, 'Everyone who reads the note should bear 
in mind that the cause represented by the au-
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thorities in Washington is not alone the cause 
of Americans and of all neutrals; it is the cause 
of civilization. The ruinous doctrine that inter-
national law is whatever a belligerent power 
chooses to make it had to be challenged." 
Again: 
"The president's note is even a more admir-
able and far reaching document than was indi-
cated by the summary sent out yesterday. It is 
particularly admirable in that it makes the de-
fense of American rights an occasion for up-
holding the rights of humanity. It is a solemn 
notification that the engines of war which violate 
the rights of neutrals and the principles of 
humanity cannot be used, no matter how handy 
some sabre-rattling power might find them." 
Again: 
"But now we can see that all the belligerents 
will sweep away the entire structure of inter-
national law if it suits their purposes. Alone 
among the great powers the United States stands 
as the defender of the code of nations. We face 
a tremendous task, and must prepare ourselves 
to meet it with firmness and courage." 
Again: 
, , From the measure of our president the 
European sovereigns may gauge the whole 
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people; if they understand him, they understand 
us, for he more truly represents us than any 
other man alive." 
Through the inspired teaching of old, the 
world learned the unity of God, his truth, 
his justice, his love, - his immanence in 
human affairs, and the duties of the indi-
vidual and the nation towards Him. Civ-
ilization advanced: the splendid barbarism 
of the ancient states passed into nobler 
public life, while right living and spiritual 
ideals developed in men. The time came 
for emphasizing and enforcing the right of 
individual men, for developing the brother-
hood of men over the earth, and for the 
establishing of a family of nations, to be 
associated in an enlargement of the in-
dividual ties and friendships of men. 
Again a land and a people were chosen 
and prepared, - again a prophetic evangel 
sounded from men's lips. From the begin-
ning God was revered, and his favor and 
leading were besought in the superhuman 
effort that was made to establish a govern-
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ment of the people reposing in liberty and 
justice and esteeming those to be riches in 
trust for all men. A spirit of friendliness 
and world-brotherhood overcame racial an-
tipathies,-and made the name of America 
an invitation to the world. The founda-
tions of the new nation were inspired 
with unearthly wisdom, for they were 
not developed by human experience. Lofty 
souls came into being and gave their mes-
sages to the nation. In the development 
of the nation only natural ethical lines 
were followed. In the war for the continu-
ance of the union, the cancer of slavery 
was extirpated and the great confederation 
passed from paper into the hearts of 
all the people. Under the moral influence 
of the new nation international law began 
to be international comity, and largely af-
fected the nations of the earth by. the ma-
jesty of moral conviction. 
The spirit of brotherhood has spread 
over the continent, profoundly affecting 
peoples planted by different race stocks, 
who nestle in the safety of the Monroe 
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Doctrine. Aggression and land robbery 
have been avoided, - and yet the strength 
and genius of the United States have 
spread protection and inspiration over vast 
South American countries, very soon to be 
world powers closely allied with our own. 
American institutions, and the public 
life have responded to inspired leadership. 
Always the man with the message, has 
raised devoted followers, - and the people 
have not had deaf ears to the call, nor 
blind eyes to the vision. 
AMERICA'S DESTINY 
America is in her golden age: her heart 
beat is one common impulse representing 
the soul energy of the entire people, north 
and south, east and west. Still with the 
fathers her people have served God and 
above all things desire His leadership,-
and they crave peace and human happiness 
rather than fictitious glories of war and 
conquest. 
The man set by the Great Ruler to be 
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the leader of this unique and favored na-
tion in this day of world-upheaval, is a 
·prophet in the line of prophets. Nor 
is his a single voice crying in the wilder-
ness; it is the outbreathing of a nation. 
The message of America which runs 
through the world, is the call of brother-
hood. 
The reaction of the allies to America's 
virile message is indicated in a remarkable 
address that has been called the Frenh 
Gettysburg address, which is quoted be-
cause it illustrates the moral response of 
those nations, imbued with liberty's love, 
which through years to come will labor 
side by side with the United States for the 
deliverance of humanity from its ancient 
oppressions. 
THE FRENCH GETTYSBURG ADDRESS 
A French officer delivered the address 
over the graves _ of the first three sol-
diers in Pershing's army to fall in de-
fense of world democracy. It is so eloquent 
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and dramatic that it will live as a human 
document which the people of years to 
come will read with reverence. Following 
is a portion: 
, 'In the name of their division, in the name of 
the French Army, and in the name of France, 
I bid farewell to Private Enright, Private 
Gresham, and Private Hay of the American 
Army. 
"Of their own free will they left a prosperous 
and happy country to come over here. They 
knew war was continuing in Europe; they knew 
that the forces fighting for honor, love of justice, 
and civilization were still checked by the long 
prepared forces serving the powers of brutal 
domination, oppression, and barbarity. 
, 'They ignored nothing of the circumstances, 
and nothing had been concealed from them-
neither the length or hardships of war, nor the 
violence of battle, nor the dreadfulness of new 
weapons, nor the perfidy of the foe. Nothing 
stopped them. They accepted the hard and 
strenuous life, they crossed the ocean at great 
peril, they took their places on the front by our 
sides, and they have fallen facing the foe in a 
hard and desperate hand to hand fiight. Honor 
to them! Their families, friends, and fellow-
citizens will be proud when they learn of their 
deaths. ~ ;'!1d 
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, 'Men! These graves, the first to be dug, in 
our national soil and only a short distance from 
the enemy, are as a mark of the mighty land we 
and our allies firmly cling to in the coming 
tasks, confirming the will of the people and the 
army of the United States to fight to a finish 
with us, ready to sacrifice as long as it is neces-
sary until final victory for the most noble of 
causes, that of the liberty of nations, the weak 
as well as the mighty. Thus the deaths of these 
humble soldiers appear to us with extraordinary 
grandeur. 
, 'We will, therefore, ask that the mortal re-
mains of these young men be left with us for-
ever. We inscribe in the tombs - 'Here lie the 
first soldiers of the Republic of the United States 
to fall on the Soil of France for liberty and 
justice. ' The passer-by will stop and uncover 
his head. Travelers and men of heart will go 
out of their way to come here and pay their 
respective tributes. 
"Private Enright! Private Gresham! Private 
Hay! In the name of France, I thank you. God 
receive your souls. Farewell! " 
LOWELL 
Listen again to Lowell: 
"God of our fathers, Thou who wast 
Art and shall be, when those eye-wise who flout 
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Thy secret presence shall be lost 
In the great light that dazzles them to doubt; 
We, sprung from loins of stalwart men, 
Whose strength was in their trust 
That thou wouldst make thy dwelling in their 
dust, 
And walk with those a fellow citizen 
Who build a city of the just; 
We, who believe Life's bases rest 
Beyond the probe of chemic test,-
Still, like our fathers, feel Thee near 
Sure, that, while lasts the immutable decree, 
The Land to Human Nat'ure dear 
Shall not be unbeloved of Thee. 
That the United States meets the test of 
endearment to human nature is shown in 
the president's addresses which speak the 
heart of the people. 
WILSON VOICES AMERICA'S STAND FOR 
HUMANITY 
In the address to Congress on January 
8, 1918, he said: 
"What we demand in this war, is nothing 
peculiar to ourselves. It is that the world be 
made safe for every peace-loving nation, which 
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like our own wishes to live its own life, determine 
its own institutions, be assured of justice and 
fair dealing by the other peoples of the world 
as against force and selfish aggression." (After 
stating definite requirements for peace.) "We 
have spoken now surely in terms too concrete 
to admit of any further doubt or question. An 
evident principle of justice to all peoples and 
nationalities, and their right to live on equal 
terms of liberty and safety one another, whether 
they be strong or weak. ... Unless this principle 
be its foundation, no part of the structure of 
international justice can stand. The peoples of 
the United States could act upon no other princi-
pIe; and to the vindication of this principle they 
are ready to devote their lives, their honor and 
everything that they possess. The moral climax 
of this, the culminating war for human liberty 
has come, and they are ready to put their own 
strength, their own highest purpose, their own 
integrity and devotion to the test." 
In the address at Baltimore, April 6, 
1918; condemning German Peace Treaties 
with Russia and Roumania, after setting 
forth the German program of middle Eu-
rope, he said: 
"That program once carried out, America and 
all who dare to stand with her must arm and 
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prepare to contest the mastery of the World, -
a mastery in which the rights of common men, 
the rights of women and all who are weak must 
for the time be trodden down and disregarded, 
and the old age-long struggle for freedom and 
right begin again at its beginning. Everything 
that America has lived for and loved and grown 
great to vindicate and bring to a glorious real-
ization, will have fallen in utter ruin and the 
gates of mercy will once more pitilessly shut 
upon mankind. The thing is preposterous and 
impossible. " ... "I accept the challenge, I know 
that you accept it. All the world shall know 
that you accept it. It shall appear in the utter 
sacrifice and self-forgetfulness with which we 
shall give all that we love and all that we have, 
to redeem the world and make it fit for free men 
like ourselves to live in. This now, is the mean-
ing of all that we do. Let everything that we 
say, my fellow-countrymen, everything that "v~ 
henceforth plan and accomplish ring true to this 
response, till the majesty and might of our con-
certed power shall fill the thought and utterly 
defeat the force to those who flout and misprize 
what we honor and hold dear. Germany has 
once more said that force and force alone shaH 
decide whether justice and peace shall reign in 
the affairs of men; whether Right, as America 
conceives it, or Dominion, as she conceives it 
shall determine the destinies of mankind. There 
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is, therefore, but one response possible from us; 
Force, Force, to the utmost, Force without stint 
or limit, the righteous and triumphant Foree 
which shall make Right the law of the world, 
and cast every selfish dominion down in the 
dust. " 
America rose to the battle call. Her an-
swer rang from the· lines in France, as her 
soldiers, with holy ardor, in Freedom's 
great host, beat back the armies of despot-
ism, and began the deliverance of oppressed 
and enslaved lands and peoples. It rang 
from the hearts of a united nation which 
stood behind the army and navy giving 
more and more of money and men for the 
accomplishment of the great work. 
Quickly, Victory has come :-astounding 
overwhelming victory in everyone of the 
stupendous areas of conflict. Imperial des-
potism sprawls in ruin,-its master has 
fled, stripped of every shred of power and 
honor. 
In the places but yesterday filled with 
the disciplined forces of the war lords, 
nothing is left but the dreary wreckage of 
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their overthrow. In place of the world-
conquering legions pressing westward, 
scattering masses of fear-struck men are 
scurrying across the Rhine to temporary 
refuges, which are none too sure, with 
hunger and revolution raising their omi-
nous voices. 
Oppressed peoples suddenly freed are 
singing their songs of thanksgiving. Dis-
possessed nations are returning to their 
homelands. Liberty's song is filling the 
earth. 
But America's work is still young;-
hers is the spirit that in reconstruction 
and restoration will inspire and lead the 
world and assure the permanent triumph 
of justice and brotherhood. 
The prophetic voices still lead and find 
full responses in the people's hearts. In 
the glorious days just coming, we may be 
sure of a continuance of the same holy 
vision and inspired leading. 
Until the millennium dawns, America 
will be the land of prophetic leading and of 
hearts responsive to inspired messages: -
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"Columbia, Columbia, to glory arise, 
The queen of the world and the child of the 
skies 1" 
1 It is suggested that this line of overthrown German prophets 
would include Nietzsche, Treitschke, Bernhardi, Bern-
stor.fl', Hindenburg, Tirpitz, Ludendorf and William 
Hohenzollern. 
2 America's LINCOLN in his Cooper Union speech in 1859 
said: "Let us have faith that right makes might, and 
in that faith let us to the end dare to do our duty as we 
understand it." Germany's BERNHARDI wrote: ' 'The 
state is in fact above morality. Might is at once the su-
preme right and the dispute as to what is right is de-
cided by war." .. "Right (as between nations), is 
respected so far only as it is conformable with ad-
vantage." " "Weak nations have not the same right 
to live as powerful and vigorous nations." 
8 ISRAEL ZANGWILL recently wrote: "We have before our 
very eyes the moving spectacle of the newest of nations, 
setting herself through a President-Prophet, the noblest 
mission ever formulated outside the Bible." Through 
another great prophet - sprung like Amos from the 
people - through Abraham Lincoln, America had already 
swept away slavery. I do not know exactly when she 
began to call herself 'God's own country' but her Na-
tional anthem, 'My Country 'tis of thee,' dating from 
1832, fixes the date when America, soon after the war 
with England which ended in 1814, consciously felt her-
self a Holy Land, - The Pilgrim Fathers went to 
America merely for their own freedom of worship; they 
were actually intolerant of o~hers. From a sectarian 
patriotism developed 'The Melting Pot' with its high 
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univerf:al mission, first at home and now over the world 
at large." 
4, RICHARD S. STORRS in his address at the centennial cele-
bration of the Declaration of Independence said: "The 
voice of the cottage as well as of the college. of the 
church as well as the legislature was in the paper. It 
echoed the talk of the farmer in homespun as well as the 
classic eloquence of Lee and the terrible tones of Patrick 
Henry. It gushed from the pen of its writer like the 
fountain from the roots of Lebanon, a living river where 
it issues from the rocks; but it was because its sources 
had been supplied, its fullness filled by unseen springs; 
by the rivulets winding far up among the cedars and 
percolating through hidden crannies in the stone; by 
melting snows where white sparkle seemed still in the 
stream; by fierce rains with which the basins above were 
drenched; by even the dews, silent and wide which had 
lain in stillness all night upon the hills." So he des-
cribed Jefferson's immortal Bible of Liberty as coming 
out of the hearts of all the people. 
6 Far back, in 1843, Daniel Webster said: "America has 
proved that it is practicable to elevate the mass of 
mankind - that portion which in Europe is called the 
laboring, or lower, class, - to raise them to self-respect, 
to make them competent to act a part in the great right 
and great duty of self-government; and she has proved 
that this may be done by education and the diffusion of 
knowledge. She holds out an example a thousand times 
more encouraging than ever was presented before, to 
those nine-tenths of the human race who are born with-
out hereditary fortune or hereditary rank." 
6 In 1842, William Ellery Channing wrote: "The ~ _~at duty 
of God's children is to love one another. This duty 
on earth takes the name and form of the law of hu-
manity. We are to recognize all men as brethren, no 
matter where born, or under what sky, or institution or 
religion they may live. Every man belongs to the race, 
and owes a duty to mankind. Every nation belongs to 
the family of nations, and is to desire the good of all. 
Nations are to love one another .... men cannot vote 
this out of the universal acclamation . . . . men cannot, 
by combining themselves into narrower or larger so-
cieties, sever the sacred. blessed bond which joins them 
to their kind . . . . the law of humanity must reign over 
the assertion of all human rights." 
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Additional Extracts from President 
Wilson's Papers and Speeches 
PRESIDENT'S THANKSGIVING PROCLAM.ATION 
(1917) 
It has long been the honored custom of our 
people to turn in the fruitful autumn of the 
year in praise and thanksgiving to Almighty 
God for his many blessings and mercies to us 
as a nation. That custom we can follow now 
even in the midst of the tragedy of a world 
shaken by war and immeasurable disaster, in 
the midst of sorrow and great peril, because even 
amidst the darkness that has gathered about us 
we can see the great blessings God has bestowed 
upon us, blessings that are better than mere peaee 
of mind and prosperity of enterprise. 
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We haTe been given the opportunity to ser\'e 
mankind as we once served ourselves in the great 
day of our Declaration of Independence, by tak-
ing up arms against a tyranny that threatened 
to master and debase men everywhere and join-
ing with other free peoples in demanding for 
all the nations of the world what we then de-
manded and obtained for ourselves. In this 
day of the revelation of our duty, not only to 
defend our rights as a nation, but to defend 
also the rights of free men throughout the 
world, there has been vouchsafed us in full and 
inspiring measure the resolution and spirit of 
united action. We have been brought to one 
mind and purpose. A new vigor of commOll 
counsel and common action has been revealed 
in us. We should especially thank God that 
in such circumstances, in the midst of the 
greatest enterprise the spirits of men have ever 
entered upon, we have, if we but observe a reason-
able and practicable economy, abundance with 
which to supply the needs of those associated 
with us as well as our own. A new light shines . 
about us. The great duties of a new day awaken 
a new and greater national spirit in us. We 
shall never again be divided or wonder what 
stuff we are made of. 
And while we render thanks for these things, 
let us pray Almighty God that in all humble-
ness of spirit we may look always to Him for 
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guidance; that we may be kept constant in the 
spirit and purpose of service; that by His grac~ 
our minds may be directed and our hanus 
strengthened, and that in His good time liberty 
and security and peace and the comradeship of 
a common justice may be vouchsafed all the 
nations of the earth. 
Wherefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of 
the United States of America, do hereby desig-
nate Thursday, the twenty-ninth day of Novem-
ber next, as a day of thanksgiving and prayer, 
and invite the people throughout the land to 
cease upon that day from their ordinary occupa-
tions and in their several homes and places of 
worship to render thanks to God, the great rul~r 
of nations. 
ADDRESS AT THE BATTLEFIELD OF GETTYS-
BURG, JULY, 4TH, 1913, BEFORE CON-
FEDERATE AND UNION VETERANS 
, 'Here is the nation God has builded by our 
hands. What shall we do with it Y Who stands 
ready to act again and always in the spirit 01 
this day of reunion and hope and patriotic 
fervor." 
ADDRESS AT A MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS, NEW YORK, APRIL 20, 1915 
"Weare trustees for what I venture to say is 
the greatest heritage that any nation ever had, 
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the love of justice and righteousness and human 
liberty." 
ADDRESS TO THE DAUGHTERS OF THE 
REVOLUTION AT WASHINGTON, 
OCTOBER 11, 1915 
"The American Revolution was the birth of 
a nation: it was the creation of a great free 
republic based upon traditions of personal 
liberty which theretofore had been confined to 
a single little island, but which it was proposed 
should be spread to all mankind." . . . "Amer-
ica has a great cause which is not confined to 
the American continent. It is the cause of 
humanity itself." 
ADDRESS AT THE MANHATTAN CLUB, NEW 
YORK CITY, NOVEMBER 4, 1915 
, 'Our ambition also the world has knowledge 
of. I t is not only to be free and prosperous our-
selves, but also to be the friend and thoughtful 
partisan of those who are free or who desire 
freedom, the world over." 
THIRD ANNUAL MESSAGE 
, , We have been put to the test in the case of 
Mexico and we have stood the test. Whether' we 
have benefited Mexico remains to be seen; her 
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fortunes are in her own hands; but we have at 
least proved that we will not take advantage 
of her in her distress and undertake to impose 
upon her an order and government of our own 
choosing. " 
ADDRESS AT RAILWAY BUSINESS ASSOCIATION, 
NEW YORK CITY, JANUARY 27, 1916 
"There is no spirit of aggrandizement in 
America. There is no desire on the part of any 
thoughtful and conscientious American to takl) 
one foo~ Jf territory from any other nation in 
the wOhd." . . . "We must be sure that we are 
faithful servants of the things which we love, 
and are ready to defend them against every con-
tingency that may affect or impair them." 
ADDRESS AT CHICAGO, JANUARY 31, 1916 
"Look at the task assigned to the United 
States, to assert the principles of law in a world 
in which the principles of law have been broken 
down-not the technical principles of law, but 
the essential principles of right dealing and 
humanity as between nation and nation." 
ADDRESS AT DES MOINES, FEBRUARY 1, 1916 
"That flag stands for the rights of mankind, 
no matter where they be, no matter what their 
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antecedents, no matter what the race involved: 
it stands for the absolute right to political liberty 
and free self-government." 
ADDRESS ON LINCOLN AT HIS BIRTHPLACE, 
SEPTEMBER 4, 1916 
"I have come here today not to utter an eulogy 
on Lincoln,-he stands in need of none, but to 
endeavor to interpret the meaning of this gift, 
to the nation of the place of his birth and origin. 
Is not this an altar upon which we may forever 
keep alive the vestal fire of democracy, as upon 
a shrine at which the deepest' and most sacred 
hopes of mankind from age to age may be re-
kindled Y" 
ADDRESS TO CONGRESS, APRIL 2, 1917 
, 'Property can be paid for: the lives of peace-
ful and innocent people cannot be. The present 
German submarine warfare against commerce is 
a war against mankind. It is a war against all 
nations. American ships have been sunk, Amer-
ican lives taken, in ways which it has stirred us 
very deep to learn of, but the ships and people 
of other neutral and friendly nations have been 
sunk and overwhelmed in the waters in the same 
way. There has been no discrimination. Ths 
challenge is to all mankind. Each nation must 
decide for itself how it will meet it. The choice 
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we make for ourselves must be with a modera-
tion of counsel and a temperateness of judgment 
befitting our character and motives as a nation. 
We must put excited feeling away. Our motive 
will not be revenge or the victorious assertion 
of the physical might of the nation, but only the 
vindication of right, of human right,-of which 
we are only a single champion" ... "The wrongs 
against which e now array ourselves are no 
common wrongs; they cut to the very roots of 
human life." ... "Neutrality is no longer feasi-
ble or desirable, when the peace of the world is 
involved and the freedom of its peoples; the 
menace to that peace and freedom lies in the 
existence of autocratic governments backed by 
organized force which is controlled wholly by 
their will, not by the will of their people. We 
have seen the last of neutrality in such circum-
stances. Weare at the beginning of an age, in 
which it will be insisted that the same standards 
of conduct and responsibility for wrong dOlll~ 
shall be observed among nations and their 
governments, that are observed among the in-
dividual citizens of civilized states." ... "Only 
free peoples can hold their purpose and their 
honor steady to a common end and prefer the 
interests of mankind to any narrow interest of 
their own." . . . ' , We are now about to accept 
gauge of battle with this foe to liberty and shall, 
if necessary, spend the whole force of the nation 
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to check and nullify its pretensions and its 
power. We are glad now that we see the facts 
with no veil of pretense about them, to fight 
thus for the ultimate peace of the world and for 
the liberation of its peoples, the German people 
included; for the rights of nations, great and 
small, and the privilege of men everywhere to 
choose their way of life and of obedience. The 
world must be made safe for democracy. Its 
peace must be planted upon the tested founda-
tions of political liberty. We have no selfish end~ 
to serve. We desire no conquest, no dominion. 
We seek no indemnities for ourselves, no mate-
rial compensation for the sacrifices we shall 
freely make. We are but one of the champions 
of the rights of mankind. We shall be satisfied 
when those rights have been made as secure as 
the faith and freedom of nations can make them. 
Just because we fight without rancour and with-
out selfish object, seeking nothing for ourselves 
but what we shall wish to share with all free 
peoples, we shall, I feel confident, conduct our 
operations as belligerents without passion, and 
ourselves observe with proud punctillio the prin-
ciples of right and of fair play we profess to 
be fighting for." 
PROCLAMATION: APRIL 16, 1917 
, 'The entrance of our own beloved country 
into the grim and terrible war for democracy 
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and human rights, which has shaken the world 
creates so many problems of national life and 
action which call for immediate consideration 
and settlement that I hope you will permit me 
to address to you a few words of earnest counsel 
and appeal with regard to them." . . . "Weare 
fighting for what we believe and wish to be the 
rights of mankind and for the future peace and 
security of the world. To do this great thing 
worthily and successfully we must devote our-
selves to the service without regard to profit or 
material advantage and with an energy and in-
telligence that will rise to the level of the enter-
prise itself." 
MESSAGE TO RUSSIA, MAY 26, 1917 
, 'The position of America in this war is so 
clearly avowed that no man can be excused for 
mistaking it. She seeks no material profit or 
aggrandizement of any kind. She is fighting for 
no advantage or selfish object of her own, but 
for the liberation of peoples everywhere from 
the aggressions of autocratic force." . . . "'tV e 
are fighting for the liberty, the self-government 
and the indicated development of all peopleR, 
and every feature of the settlement that COll-
cludes this war must be conceived and execute<l 
for that purpose." . . . "The brotherhood of 
mankind must no longer be a fair but empty 
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phrase: it must be given a structure of force 
and reality. The nations must realize their 
common life and must effect a workable partner-
ship to secure that life against the aggressions 
of autocratic and self-pleasing power. For those 
things we can afford to pour out blood anfl 
treasure. For those are the things we have 
always professed to desire, and unless we pour 
out blood and treasure now, and succeed, we 
may never again be able to unite conquering 
force in the great cause of human liberty. The 
day has come to conquer or submit. If the 
forces of autocracy can divide us they will over-
come us: if we stand together victory is certain 
and the liberty which victory will secure. We 
can afford then, to be generous, but we cannot 
afford then or now to be weak, or to omit a single 
guaranty of justice and security." 
ADDRESS TO CONFEDERATE VETERANS AT 
WASHINGTON, JUNE 5, 1917 
"These are days of oblivion as well as memory. 
We are forgetting the things that once held UR 
asunder. But they are days of rejoicing be-
cause we now see why this nation was kept 
united, and the great world-purposes it was 
meant to serve. Many men have wondered at 
the dealings of Providence, but the wise heart 
never questions the dealings of Providence be-
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cause the grec. , long plan as it unfolds has a 
majesty about it, a definiteness of purpose, and 
elevation of ideal, which we were incapable of 
perceiving as we tried to work things out with 
our short sight and weak strength. Now we 
are all part of a nation united, powerful, great 
in spirit and purpose, we know the great ends 
which God in his mysterious providence wrought 
through our instrumentality, because at the 
heart of the men of the North and of the South 
there was the same love of self-government and 
of liberty, and now we are to be instruments in 
the hands of God to see that liberty is mad~ 
secure for mankind." 
ADDRESS ON FLAG DAY AT WASHINGTON, 
JUNE 14, 1917 
, 'We celebrate the day of its birth, and from 
its birth until now it has witnessed a great his-
tory, has floated on high the symbol of great 
events, and of a great plan of life worked out 
by a great, people. Weare about to carry it into 
battle, to lift it where it will draw the fire of 
our enemies. Weare about to bid thousands, 
hundreds of thousands, it may be millions of our 
men, the young, the strong, the capable men of 
the nation, - to go forth and die perchance be-
neath it on the fields of blood, far away:-for 
what' For some unaccustomed thing? For 
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something for which it never sought the fire be-
fore? American armies were never before sent 
across the seas; why are they sent now? For 
some new purpose? For some new purpose for 
which this great flag has never been carried 
before? 
Or is it for the old familiar purpose for which 
it has seen its own men die on every battlefield 
upon which Americans have borne arms since 
the Revolution? ... 
"This is a Peoples' war: a war for freedom 
and justice and self-government amongst all the 
nations of the world; a ,var to make the world 
safe for the peoples who live upon it and have 
made it their own, the German people them-
selves included; and with us rests the choice to 
break through all these hypocrisies and cheats 
and masks of brute force, and help set the world 
free ;-or else stand aside and let it be dominated 
a long age through, by sheer weight of arms 
and the arbitrary choice of self-constituted mas-
ters, - by the nation that can maintain the big-
gest armies and the most irresistible armaments, 
- a power to which the world has afforded no 
parallel and in the face of which political free-
dom must wither and perish. For us there is 
but one choice; we have made it. Woe be to 
the man or group of men that seeks to stand 
in our way in this day of high resolution when 
every principle we hold dearest is to be vin-
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dicated and made secure for the salvation of 
the nations. We are ready to plead at the bar 
of history and our flag shall wear a new lustre. 
Once more we shall make good with our lives 
and our fortunes the great faith to which we 
were born, and a new glory shall shine in the 
face of our people." 
PRESIDENT WILSON TO POPE BENEDICT XV, 
AUGUST 22, 1917 
"The object of this war is to deliver the fre~ 
peoples of the world from the menace and actual 
power of a vast military establishment controlled 
by an irresponsible government which having 
planned secretly to dominate the world, pro-
ceeded to carry out the plan without regard 
either to the sacred obligations of treaty, or the 
long established practices of international action 
and honor; which chose its own time for the 
war; delivered its blow fiercely and suddenly, 
stopped at no barrier either of law or of mercy, 
and swept a whole continent within a tide of 
blood-not the blood of soldiers only, but the 
blood of innocent women and children also, and 
of the helpless poor." 
MESSAGE TO THE NATIONAL ARMY, 
SEPTEMBER 3, 1917 
"You are undertaking a great duty. The 
heart of the whole country is with you. Every-
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thing you do will be watched with the deepest 
interest and with the deepest solicitude, not only 
by those who are near and dear to you, but by 
the whole nation besides. For this great war 
draws us all together, makes us all comrades and 
brothers, as all true Americans felt themselves 
to be when we first made good our national in-
dependence. The eyes of the world will be upon 
you, because you are in a special sense the sol-
diers of freedom. Let it be your pride there-
fore to show all men everywhere, not only what 
good soldiers you are, but also what good men 
you are, keeping yourselves fit and straight in 
everything, and pure and clean through and 
through. Let us set for ourselves a standard 
so high that it will be a glory to live up to it, 
and then let us live up to it and add a new 
laurel to the crown of America. My affectionate 
confidence goes with you in every battle and 
every test. God keep and guide you." 
FIFTH ANNUAL MEsSAGE TO CONGRESS 
, 'I believe that it is necessary to say plainly 
what we have here at the seat of action considered 
the war to be for, and what part we mean to 
play in the settling of its issues. Weare the 
spokesmen of the American people and thus have 
a right to know whether their purpose is ours. 
They desire peace by the overcoming of evil, by 
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the defeat once for all of the sinister forces that 
interrupt peace and render it impossible, and 
they wish to know how closely our thought runs 
with theirs and what action we propose. They 
are impatient with those who desire peace by 
any sort of compromise-deeply and indignantly 
impatient-but they will be equally impatient 
with us if we do not make it plain to them what 
our objects are and what we are planning for 
in seeking to make conquest of peace by arms. 
I believe I speak for them when I say two 
things: First, that this intolerable Thing of 
which the masters of Germany have shown us 
the ugly face, this menace of combined intrigue 
and force which we now see so clearly as the 
German power, a Thing without conscience or 
honor or capacity for covenanted peace, mu~t 
be crushed, and if it be not utterly brought to 
an end, at least shut out from the friendly inter-
course of the nations; and Second, that when 
this Thing and its power are indeed defeated 
and the time comes that we can discuss peace--
when the German people have spokesmen whose 
word we can believe and when those spokesmell 
are ready in the name of their people to accept 
the common judgment of the nations as to what 
shall henceforth be the basis of law and of 
covenant for the life of the world-we shall be 
willing and glad to pay the full price for peace 
and pay it un grudgingly. We know what that 
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the great empire of Austria-Hungary, over 
hitherto free Balkan states, over Turkey within 
Asia which must be relinquished." ... "At the 
moment when she had conspicuously won her 
triumphs of peace she threw these away to 
establish in their stead what the world will no 
longer permit to be established, military and 
political domination by arms, by which to oust 
where she could not excel the rivals she mo~t 
feared and hated. The peace we make must 
remedy that wrong. It must deliver the once 
fair lands and happy peoples of Belgium and 
northern France from the Prussian conquest and 
the Prussian menace; it must also deliver the 
peoples of Austria-Hungary, the peoples of the 
Balkans and the peoples of Turkey alike in 
Europe and in Asia from the impudent and 
alien dominion of the Prussian military and com-
mercial autocracy." . . . "The wrongs, the very 
deep wrongs in this war will have to be righted; 
that of course; but they cannot and must not 
be righted by the commission of similar wrongs 
against Germany and her allies. The world will 
not permit the commission of similar wrongg 
as a means of reparation and settlement." . . . 
"The congress that concludes the war will feel 
the full strength of the tides that now run in 
the hearts and consciences of free men every-
where; its conclusions will run with those 
tides." ... "What I am perfectly clear about 
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is that in the present session of Congress our 
whole attention and energy should be concen-
trated on the vigorous, rapid and successful 
prosecution of the great task of winning the 
war. We can do this with all the greater zeal 
and enthusiasm because we know that for us 
this is a war of high principle, debased by no 
selfish ambition of conquest or spoliation; be-
cause we know, and all the world knows that we 
have been forced into it, to save the very in-
stitutions we live under from corruption and 
destruction. The purposes of the Central 
Powers strike at the heart of everything we 
believe in; their methods of warfare outrage 
every principle of humanity and of knightly 
honor; their intrigue has corrupted the very 
thought and spirit of many of our people; their 
sinister and secret diplomacy has sought to take 
our very territory away from us, to disrupt the 
Union of the States. Our safety would be at 
an end, our honor forever sullied and brought 
into contempt were we to permit their triumph. 
They are striking at the very existence of de-
mocracy and liberty." ... "The cause being just 
and holy, the settlement must be of like motive 
and quality. For this we can fight, but for 
nothing less noble or less worthy of our tradi-
tions. For this cause we entered the war, and 
for this cause we will battle until the last gun 
is fired." . . . "A supreme moment of history 
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has come. The eyes of the people have been 
~m~~fu~~~~d~G~~~ 
upon the nations. He will show them favor, 
I devoutly believe, only if they rise to the clear 
heights of his justice and mercy." 
FROM THE ADDRESS AT NEW YORK CITY, 
SEPTEMBER 25, 1918 
, 'The voice of the war had become clear and 
gripped our hearts. Our brothers from many 
lands, as well as our own murdered dead, under 
the sea, were calling to us, and we responded, 
fiercely and of course. 
"The air was clear about us. We saw things 
in their full, convincing proportions as they 
were; and we have seen them with steady eyes 
and unchanging comprehension ever since. We 
accepted the issues of the war as facts, not as 
any group of men either here or elsewhere had 
defined them, and we can accept no outcome 
which does not squarely meet and settle them. 
Those issues are these: 
"Shall the military power of any nation or 
group of nations be suffered to determine the 
fortunes of peoples over whom they have no 
right to rule except the right of force? 
"Shall strong nations be free to wrong weak 
nations and make them subject to their purpose 
and interest' 
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"Shall peoples be ruled and dominated, even 
in their own internal affairs, by arbitrary and 
irresponsible force or by their own will and 
choice? 
"Shall there be a common standard of right 
and privilege for all peoples and nations or 
shall the strong do as they will and the weak suf-
fer without redress? 
"Shall the assertion of right be haphazard and 
by casual alliance or shall there be a common 
concert to oblige the observance of common 
rights? 
"No man, no group of men, chose these to be 
the issues of the struggle. They are the issues 
of it; and they must be settled-by no arrange-
ment or compromise or adjustment of interests, 
but definitely and once for all, and with a full 
and unequivocal acceptance of the principle that 
the interest of the weakest is as sacred as the 
interest of the strongest. 
, 'This is what we mean when we speak of a 
permanent peace, if we speak sincerely, intelli-
gently and with a real knowledge and compre-
hension of the matter we deal with. 
FROM THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION, FIXING 
OCTOBER 12, 1918, AS LIBERTY DAY 
"Every day the great principles for which we 
are fighting take fresh hold upon our thought 
and purpose, and make it clearer what the end 
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must be and what we must do to achieve it. We 
now know more certainly than we ever knew 
before why free men brought the great nation 
and government we love into existence, because 
it grows clearer and clearer what supreme 
service it is to be America's privilege to render 
to the world. The anniversary of the discovery 
of America must therefore have for us in this 
fateful year a peculiar and thrilling significance. 
We should make it a day of ardent rededica-
tion to the ideals upon which our government is 
founded and by which our present heroic tasks 
are inspired." 
The response of the people to the President's 
proclamation may be read in the full page adver-
tisement published in the New York papers, by 
the department stores during the drive for the 
fourth liberty loan. 
" AMERICA'S PLEDGE 
We are fighting to 'vindicate again in the eyes 
of the world the wholesomeness and beauty of the 
principles upon which liberty is based.' 
Our union with France, England, Belgium, 
Italy, begun in a common danger, shall continue 
in the vigorous prosecution of our common cause 
as a concert of free peoples. 
We come to fight our enemies and to help our 
friends. 
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The enemy have pillaged, burned, assassin-
ated-they have violated the inalienable rights 
of our Allies and ourselves. 
We come to replenish, to build and heal. 
OUR PLEDGE 
We have pledged ourselves to a sharing of 
strength and wealth-A pooling of food and raw 
supplies-A co-operation in trade and com-
merce--' Force to the utmost' for Victory. 
We desire no conquest-not one foot of soil-
Not one dollar of money-No grabbing of raw 
materials - No trade advantages - No shipping 
competition - No seizure of the world's markets 
to the hurt of friendly nations, whose casualties 
number millions. 
Our sincerity is attested by our actions-by 
activities in the supply service; in works of 
mercy; by the presence in the fighting line of a 
million and a half of our sons. 
With our Allies in war we form a fellowship 
of free and equal men, bound together in a 
brotherly concord of labor towards a single end. 
We pledge ourselves as friends in peace, part-
ners in benefits, brothers in the common work 
of saving mankind from ruin-the bringing of 
'peace and safety to all nations.' 
To these high purposes of our President and 
our people-every dollar we give is dedicated. 
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Your purchase of Liberty Bonds is a test of 
your loyalty to these unselfish principles. This 
pledge is made in the name of all people so that 
'government of the people, by the people, for 
the people, shall not perish from the earth.' 
'Faith without works is dead. ' Lip service alone 
is not loyalty. Our sons are offering their lives 
to maintain these principles of Right. You are 
asked to lend that Right may live. Buy bonds 
to your utmost. Double the third." 
FROM THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION, NOVEM-
BER 11, 1918, ANNOUNCING THE TERMS OF 
THE ARMISTICE WITH GERMANY 
"The war thus comes to an end, for having 
accepted these terms of armistice, it will be im-
possible for the German command to renew 
it. . . . It was the privilege of our own people 
to enter it at its most critical juncture in such 
fashion and in such force as to contribute in a 
way of which we are deeply proud of the great 
result .... The object of the war is attained with 
a sweeping completeness which even now we do 
not realize. . . . The great nations have now 
definitely united in the common purpose to set 
up such a peace . as will satisfy the longing of 
the whole world for disinterested justice em-
bodied in settlements which are based upon 
something much better and more lasting than 
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the selfish competitive interests of powerful 
states. . . . They have a mind in the matter not 
only, but a heart also. Their avowed and con-
certed purpose is to satisfy and protect the weak 
as well as to accord to the strong just rights .... 
I am confident that the nations that have learned 
the discipline of freedom . . . are now about to 
make conquest of the world by the sheer power 
of example and of friendly helpfulness .... We 
must establish a peace that will justly define 
their place (the place of freed peoples), among 
the nations, remove all fear of their neighbors 
and of their former masters and enable them to 
live in security and contentment when they have 
set their own affairs in order." 
THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION, 1918 
"By the President of the United States of 
America. A PROCLAMATION: 
It has long been our custom to turn in the 
autumn of the year in praise and thanksgiving 
to Almighty God for His many blessings and 
mercies to us as a Nation. This year we have 
special and moving cause to be grateful and to 
rejoice. 
God has in His good pleasure given us peace. 
It has not come as a mere cessation of arms, a 
mere relief from the strain and tragedy of war. 
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It has come as a great triumph of right. Com-
plete victory has brought us not peace alone 
but the confident promise of a new day as well, 
in which justice shall replace force and jealous 
intrigue among the nations. 
Our gallant armies have participated in a 
triumph which is not marred or stained by any 
purpose of selfish aggression. In a righteous 
cause they have won immortal glory and have 
nobly served their Nation in serving mankind. 
God has indeed been gracious. We have cause 
for such rejoicing as revives and strengthens in 
us all the best traditions of national history. 
A new day shines about us in which our hearts 
take new courage and look forward with new 
hope to new and greater duties. 
While we render thanks for these things, let 
us not forget to seek the Divine guidance in the 
performance of these duties, and Divine mercy 
and forgiveness for all errors of act or purpose, 
and pray in all that we do we shall strengthen 
the ties of friendship and mutual respect upon 
which we must assist to build the new structure 
of peace and good will among the nations. 
Wherefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of 
the United States of America, do hereby desig-
nate Thursday, the twenty-eighth day of Novem-
ber next, as a day of thanksgiving and prayer, 
and invite the people throughout the land to 
cease upon that day from their ordinary occupa-
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tions, and in their several homes and places of 
worship to render thanks to God, the Ruler of 
Nations." 
[106 ] 
Battle Hymn of the Republic 
Julia Ward Howe 
Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the 
Lord; 
He is trampling out the vintage where the grapes of 
wrath are stored; 
He hath loosed the fateful lightning of His terrible 
swift sword; 
His truth is marching on. 
Glory, glory, hallelujah! 
His truth is marching on. 
I have seen Him in the watch-fires of a hundred 
circling camps; 
They have builded Him an altar in the evening dew~ 
and damps; 
I can read His righteous sentence by the dim and 
flaming lamps; 
His day is marching on. 
Glory, glory, hallelujah! 
His day is marching on. 
He hath sounded forth the trumpet that shall never 
call retreat; 
He is sifting out the hearts of men before His 
judgment seat; 
Oh, be swift, my soul, to answer Him! be jubilant, 
my feet! 
Our God is marching on. 
Glory, glory, hallelujah! 
Our God is marching on. 
